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Throughout its eight-year history, Emotet has caused substantial damage. This threat reappeared at the beginning of 2022

following a take-down by law enforcement in November 2021. Emotet is arguably one of the most notorious advanced

persistent threats, causing substantial damage during its earlier phases and continuing to pose a danger to organizations

everywhere. In this article, we present a longitudinal study of several waves of Emotet-based attacks that we observed in

VMware’s customer telemetry. By analyzing Emotet’s software development life cycle, we were able to dissect how it quickly

changes its command and control (C2) infrastructure, obfuscates its configuration, adapts and tests its evasive execution

chains, deploys different attack vectors at different stages, laterally propagates, and continues to evolve using numerous

tactics and techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emotet is one of the most notorious and long-lived botnets in existence. It is controlled by a group called Mummy
Spider, also known as MealyBug or TA542 [26]. Emotet first appeared on the threat landscape in 2014 as a bank-
ing Trojan [22]. Instead of injecting content into the websites of financial institutions, which was the standard
approach to data theft at the time, it monitored and stole the raw network traffic directed at financial institutions.

Since its emergence, Emotet has evolved into one of the largest malware-as-a-service (MaaS) infrastruc-
tures. The threat actors behind Emotet are behind a series of attack waves that delivered a variety of dif-
ferent payloads, including IcedID, TrickBot, UmbreCrypt, and QakBot, along with additional threats, such as
the Ryuk ransomware. Often, periods of inactivity are interspersed within the waves, which help it to remain
undiscovered and persist.

In Emotet’s first years, the authors focused on improving Emotet’s evasion techniques and expanding its
targets beyond the DACH region (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) to be more global, including an emphasis
on North America and China [46]. Around 2017, the authors of Emotet fully embraced their role as malware
distributors, focusing more on advancing initial infection techniques to improve their success rates.
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Fig. 1. Timeline of the Emotet botnet.

Often, Emotet attacks rely on waves of spam emails designed to entice readers to open malicious documents
or click malicious links. Once a target is infected, access to the compromised machine is sold to one of the groups
within Emotet’s ecosystem, which then monetizes the access. Typically, these groups leverage this access to steal
valuable information or deploy ransomware for financial gain [48].

While there were unexplained periods of inactivity (such as summer 2019) [18], Emotet was active [50] until
early 2021. In January 2021, the botnet’s infrastructure was targeted by law enforcement in a coordinated take-
down effort called Operation Ladybird. Authorities from the Netherlands, Germany, the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, Lithuania, Canada, and Ukraine, under the coordination of Europol [16], all participated in the
operation, which for a time successfully halted Emotet’s operations [32]. Ukraine’s law enforcement apprehended
two individuals who were responsible for deploying and managing Emotet’s network infrastructure. In addition,
the take-down team hijacked the controlling hosts and pushed a new update that would uninstall Emotet on a
specific date. For a while, the void left by Emotet was filled by other malware distributors, such as BazarLoader
and IcedID [40], but it was only temporary. In November 2021, the TrickBot botnet started distributing a DLL that
turned out to be Emotet. This resulted in the rebooting of the Emotet botnet infrastructure [15]. It’s a comeback
that many believe was pushed by members of the Conti ransomware gang [20].

Figure 1 shows a timeline of Emotet’s activity (see the Emotet activity timeline notes in Appendix A for more
details).

In early 2022, we observed waves of new Emotet attacks in our customer telemetry (see Figure 2). We inves-
tigated each wave to identify the infection mechanisms, map the attack’s command-and-control (C2) infrastruc-
ture, and document the components that were delivered to comprehensively understand the latest reincarnation
of this threat.

In particular, we looked at how the infrastructure evolved through time, which modules were distributed using
the botnets, and what infection processes were followed to compromise the target hosts. Our analysis is the most
comprehensive characterization of the Emotet botnet to date, which required bypassing several anti-analysis
mechanisms in order to hide our actions amidst the data collected from real victims. The resulting picture shows
that the actors behind Emotet have established a multi-layer, multi-infrastructure sophisticated operation that
is resilient to analysis and take-down efforts.

In this article, we focus on Emotet as it is arguably the most extensive, long-lived, and pernicious botnet in
recent history. In fact, a Europol bulletin describing the take-down of the botnet describes it as “world’s most
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Fig. 2. Attack waves observed in the first six months of 2022.

dangerous malware” [16] Our goal is to provide law enforcement, enterprises, and organizations with a better
understanding of this major threat and support their effort to fend off Emotet’s attacks.

This article makes the following contributions:

— We provide an in-depth analysis of Emotet’s attack techniques that characterized specific attack waves.
— We perform a large-scale analysis of the execution chains associated with email-originated infections. We

introduce a novel metric to represent the similarity of execution chains and use this metric to cluster
execution chains with the goal of characterizing the evolution of the techniques used by Emotet’s actors
to avoid detection.

— We provide a longitudinal analysis of the endpoints used by Emotet to coordinate the activities of its
implants, showing how its infrastructure evolves through time to resist take-down and blocking attempts.

— We provide a longitudinal analysis of the modules collected in a six-month time period, highlighting the
relationship between network infrastructure and module distribution.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the waves of attacks we observed in the
first half of 2022, providing insights into the tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) used by the Emotet
actors. Then, in Section 3, we provide an analysis of the execution chains used by Emotet during the infection
process. In Section 4, we provide details about the evolution of Emotet’s command-and-control infrastructure,
describing in detail the associated indicators of compromise (IoCs). Then, in Section 5, we analyze the process
of delivering additional modules to augment the capabilities of Emotet’s initial implant.

2 EMOTET WAVES

Our analysis focused on the telemetry data collected from VMware’s customers in the period of January–June
2022. During this period, we observed nine waves of attacks. Each wave had variations in the themes used to
entice users to open emails with malicious attachments or links and in the infection process.

The general workflow of these infections is fairly standard: Spam emails deliver Microsoft Office documents
with malicious macros to target users. The documents lure the user into enabling macro execution, which results
in a series of PowerShell commands being launched and used to download the Emotet payload. Emotet, in turn,
downloads additional module updates or other threats, such as TrickBot and QakBot. Figure 3 shows a typical
Emotet payload delivery chain. Note that this infection chain is not the only one we observed; Emotet also uses
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Fig. 3. Typical Emotet infection and payload delivery process.

malicious URLs embedded in emails to infect its victims. However, hereinafter, we will mainly focus on the attack
waves that relied on Microsoft documents as the initial infection vector.

In the following, we will provide an in-depth analysis of two of the attack waves of January 2022, which are
representative of the TTPs used by the Emotet actors.

2.1 Wave A

The samples analyzed from wave A are all Microsoft Office 97-2003 Excel documents, with a relatively small
file size (between 110 KB and 120 KB). This is an old version of Office documents, as compared to more recent
versions, such as the Microsoft Office 2007 file format.

The samples in this wave of attacks have some peculiarities: First, instead of using VBA macros, these files use
XL4 macros, which is an older format that allows for more direct access to the underlying operating system [19,
42]. Second, the malicious XL4 macros use some anti-analysis techniques to try to avoid detection. They employ
environmental fingerprinting, which allows them to detect if they are being analyzed in a sandbox, and several
obfuscation techniques to prevent static analysis. Figure 4 shows the macro contained in the sample with hash
7c0d0a80e7ebb3af7ce549df78a5a68cbd5debb5.

To automatically de-obfuscate these macros, we used Symbexcel [36], a tool that uses dynamic symbolic exe-
cution to foil anti-analysis techniques that rely on environmental and temporal variables.

The functionality of the macro is threefold:

(1) Download the next stage payload from one of the payload hosts. The attackers may choose to use multiple
hosts to increase the chances to download the payload and improve success rates in the event that one or
more hosts are taken down.

(2) Execute the downloaded payload by running rundll32.exe.
(3) Gain registry persistence by running DllRegisterServer (the de-obfuscated version of D"&"l"&"

lR"&"egister"&"Serve"&"r from the EXEC command line is shown in Figure 5).

The payload is a DLL file, which (unsurprisingly) is the main Emotet DLL. In the case of the Excel document
with hash 7c0d0a80e7ebb3af7ce549df78a5a68cbd5debb5, the DLL is 88cf39a587aeb8f075aa0ae23a42e16ce3656e71.
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Fig. 4. A highly obfuscated macro used in an Emotet attack wave.

Fig. 5. The de-obfuscated macro obtained by applying Symbexcel.

When we explored both the Excel sample and the DLL payload on VirusTotal, it revealed that similar files and
URLs were used from the same campaign (shown in Figure 6).

2.2 Wave B

A new Emotet wave was observed in late January 2022 [49]. This new wave introduced the use of the mshta.exe
application to carry out the infection.

The mshta tool is a Windows-native utility that executes Microsoft HTML Application (HTA) files. Tools
such as mshta and PowerShell, which are sometimes referred to as living-off-the-land binaries (LOLBINs),
are very popular among threat actors because they are signed by Microsoft and trusted by Windows. This allows
the attacker to perform a confused deputy attack, in which legitimate tools are fooled into executing malicious
actions. The MITRE ATT&CK Framework [29] lists two techniques, namely T1218: System Binary Proxy Execution

and T1216: System Script Proxy Execution, that detail how trusted components can be used to perform malicious
actions. In this new wave, mshta is used to execute an HTA file that was delivered from a remote location (see
Figure 7).

At first glance, the HTA file (sha1: 2615f7aa2141cc1cb5d0c687bc3396981c2c68dc) does not appear to contain
anything. It is empty when opened in a common editor because of the use of newlines and white space that hide
the file’s contents from a casual viewer. An attacker can use tools, such as js-beautify, to remove the empty lines
and “prettify” the script inside. Figure 8 shows the first and last parts of the prettified JScript code contained in
the HTA file.

This JScript code is highly obfuscated. We used a malware sandbox tool to execute the macro, calling the
unescape() and eval() functions (highlighted in Figure 8) to decode and execute the obfuscated script. As a
result, the script spawned a new process to invoke the execution of a Powershell script.

The PowerShell process delivers the final Emotet payload in two stages:

(1) The PowerShell script contained in the HTA file downloads an additional PowerShell payload from a
remote URL.
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Fig. 6. The correlation of IoCs from this attack, created with VirusTotal Graph, visualizes the relationships between similar

samples and the contacted hosts.

Fig. 7. An HTA file downloaded to a local directory.
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Fig. 8. The JScript code contained in the HTA file.

(2) The second downloaded PowerShell script downloads the Emotet DLL payload.

Figure 9 shows the PowerShell payload contained in the HTA file.
After removing the obfuscating strings, the purpose of the script becomes more obvious: The executed Power-

Shell script attempts to download another payload using the .NET WebClient.DownloadString method (high-
lighted in Figure 10). The IEX command (shown at the end of Figure 10) is an alias for the Invoke-Expression
cmdlet, which evaluates and runs the string specified by the $JI variable (note that the backticks are just used
to obfuscate the command).

While the payload (sha1: dcc120c943f78a76ada9fc47ebfdcecd683cf3e4) downloaded from the previous
stage has an image file extension (PNG), it is actually another PowerShell script but without obfus-
cation (see Figure 11). This script calls the .NET WebClient.DownloadFile method to download the
Emotet DLL payload from one of 10 hosts and save it to C:\Users\Public\Documents\ssd.dll (sha1:
e597f6439a01aad82e153e0de647f54ad82b58d3).
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Fig. 9. The PowerShell script extracted from the HTA file.

Fig. 10. The deobfuscated, first-stage PowerShell script.

In the end, the process pauses for four seconds by running Sleep -s 4. This is to make sure the payload is
properly saved before calling cmd.exe to launch rundll32.exe and execute the Emotet DLL payload.

These waves are examples of how the Emotet actors continuously change the way in which they download
and install their main component, which is the DLL responsible for contacting the C2 server and downloading
additional modules. In the following, we perform a large-scale analysis of the chains of executions that are
involved in the Emotet infections observed throughout the study’s time period.

3 EXECUTION CHAINS

The process of compromising a machine very seldom involves a single step. In most cases, it is a series of events
that results in the installation and execution of a malicious payload. These multiple, intermediate steps are used
to make it more difficult to identify the malicious actions involved.

Emotet infections are not substantially different from other infection processes. However, it is interesting to
observe how different techniques are used across waves, so one can better characterize the threat actors’ TTPs
and support more effective detection.

In this section, we provide an analysis of execution chains, which represent how various components are
executed to achieve the final infection. For example:

— The opening of a malicious attachment might result in the execution of Excel.
— A spreadsheet loaded into Excel might contain a malicious macro that executes using the Windows Script

Host executable (wscript.exe).
— The script may invoke a PowerShell script, using cmd.exe, which in turn invokes powershell.exe.
— This script may download a DLL component, which is executed by the Excel macro using rundll32.exe,

invoked through cmd.exe.

We use a malware sandbox tool [47] to capture execution chains, such as the one shown in Figure 12.
Characterizing the evolution of execution chains requires being able to model how different execution chains

are similar to one another. Because execution chains are technically execution trees, with a component spawning
or executing multiple sub-components, we developed an execution-chain-similarity metric based on the edit
distance between trees. The edit distance between two trees is the number of changes that must be applied to
one tree to make it identical to another tree. For example, if considering trees (a) and (b) in Figure 13, one would
only need to change a single element in tree (a) to make it identical to tree (b), and vice versa. On the other
hand, tree (c) is made up of a number of different operations that would need to be changed to make it identical
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Fig. 11. The second-stage PowerShell script.

Fig. 12. The execution chain for an Emotet sample. In this case, a spreadsheet is loaded into Excel (excel.exe), and a

macro is executed (wscript.exe). The macro first invokes a PowerShell script (powershell.exe), using the Windows shell

(cmd.exe). The macro then loads and runs a DLL (rundll32.exe) using the Windows shell (cmd.exe).

to either tree (a) or (b). Therefore, trees (a) and (b) are considered more similar than trees (a) and (c) or trees
(b) and (c).

When looking at execution chains, one may limit the analysis to the program being used (e.g., rundll32.exe),
or one may consider the parameters being passed to the program (e.g., rundll32.exe �C:\Users\Public\
Documents\ssd.dll',Install).) The first execution chains are referred to as program chains, while the latter
are invocation chains.
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Fig. 13. The execution-chain-similarity metric based on tree edit distance. In this case, trees (a) and (b) have an edit distance

of 1, as with one single modification they can become identical. Instead, the distance between (b) and (c), for example, is

much larger, as a number of different modifications need to be performed to make the two trees identical (e.g., adding a

second cmd.exe invocation to the root of (c), followed by an invocation of regsvr32.exe, and in addition simplifying the

existing cmd.exe subtree of (c) to only include rundll32.exe).

Our dataset includes 19,791 samples with non-trivial execution chains, which is a subset of our overall dataset
of 47,240 samples. We chose this subset to understand the evolution of execution chains because Emotet DLLs
uploaded through our sandbox API made up the rest of the samples, so they did not have the associated malicious
document(s) used to distribute them. In these cases, the customers likely had additional security solutions that
extracted the malicious Emotet DLL from the delivery vector. The malicious Emotet DLLs were then submitted
to our security analysis sandbox either manually or through ad hoc integrations. As a result, our visibility on
the complete infection chain was lost for these samples.

In the dataset containing non-trivial execution chains, we identified 139 unique program chains and 20,955
unique invocation chains. This is not surprising because samples often make minor changes to the invocation
parameters to make each infection process unique. This makes detection via static signatures alone more chal-
lenging. The reason why the number of invocation chains is bigger than the total number of samples with non-
trivial execution chains is that a sample might produce different chains whether it is executed in Windows 7 or
in Windows 10.

Figure 14 shows the percentage of samples that belong to the top program chains. Each program chain is
characterized by a unique hash that is the result of applying a hashing function to the string representations
of the programs involved and their subsequent relationships. In essence, this is the tree structure in canonical
format. Note that the distribution shows the top four execution chains account for approximately 80 percent of
the samples.

Figure 15(a) and (b) show the two most popular execution chain. The most popular chain shows a simple
three-stage attack involving the execution of Excel and regsvr32.exe. The second most popular chain shows
the same attack chain as the first but with an additional stage (regsvr32.exe)

Finally, examining the fifth most popular chain shows a much more complex attack (see Figure 16), showing
that the complexity of the program chains is inversely proportional to the distribution in the dataset.

To characterize the evolution of execution chains, we build a confusion matrix of both the clustered program
chains and invocation chains. The clustering is based on our tree-edit-distance metric. To reduce the datasets to
a manageable size for the analysis, we used a random sampling of the dataset.

Figure 17(a) shows the confusion matrix for the clustered program chains, while Figure 17(b) shows the con-
fusion matrix for the clustered invocation chains. The representation of the program chains shows that there
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Fig. 14. The distribution of samples across the top program chains.

Fig. 15. The two most popular execution chains.

Fig. 16. The fifth most popular program chain. This is a particularly complex execution chain that includes seven different

executables, namely excel.exe, cmd.exe, ping.exe, timeout.exe, mshta.exe, powershell.exe, and rundll32.exe.

are large clusters of similar program chains with only small changes between the major clusters. Clusters a1, a2,
and a3 in Figure 17(a) correspond to the first, second, and third most popular program chains, respectively.

If we take into account the parameters passed to the various programs, the analysis shows a more diverse set
of patterns, as expected (see (b) in Figure 17). For example, within cluster a1, there are two sub-clusters (b1 and
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Fig. 17. The confusion matrix and clustering dendrogram for the program chains (a) and invocation chains (b) of a random

sampling of Emotet samples. The distance between trees is normalized to the range [0,1]. The clusters are computed by

cutting the dendrogram at a specified threshold.

Fig. 18. The confusion matrix of the program chains (a) and invocation chains (b) of a random sampling of the dataset, in

chronological order. The distance between trees is normalized to the range [0,1]. The clusters are computed by cutting the

dendrogram at a specified threshold.

b2) that show the same program chain but with slightly different invocation chains. In particular, the payload
executed by regsvr32.exe differs within the two sub-clusters.

If we look at the execution chains and their appearance in chronological order (see Figure 18), we notice a
similar pattern of clusters, showing the evolution of the infection techniques through time.

It is interesting to notice that just by ordering the program and invocation chains produced by the samples
over time, various patterns emerged without having to resort to clustering. The temporal relationship between
clusters is better captured with a diagram that shows the appearance of samples belonging to the identified
clusters (see Figure 19).
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Fig. 19. The timeline of samples observed from the top clusters of execution chains.

The characterization shows that, in the second half of January, there was a very diverse set of execution
chains, which means that Emotet was pushing samples with very different execution behaviors. This might be
an attempt to evade detection by diversifying the exploitation process, or it could be the result of a vast affiliate
program that has many different actors spreading Emotet via various techniques.

4 NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

To track the evolution of Emotet’s command-and-control infrastructure, we developed techniques and tools to
extract the configuration files used by the samples [10]. We also programmatically queried the malware distrib-
utors for updates and additional samples, which is detailed later.

Historically, Emotet has had several infrastructures, called Epochs. Epochs 1, 2, and 3 were mostly seen before
the January 2021 take-down. Epochs 4 and 5 were introduced after Emotet resurfaced. The Epoch number of a
sample is typically identified by the public encryption keys contained in the C2 configuration of the sample.

Though Emotet samples of different Epochs keep their configuration data in different formats, they all share
one common approach: They all store their configuration in an encrypted DLL (the internal DLL). This internal
DLL is embedded into the executable payload.

Emotet uses a number of techniques to resist analysis, both static and dynamic, as well as to prevent the
extraction of the configuration file, which contains the endpoints that are going to be used to upload information
about the compromised hosts and receive updates with the threats to be installed.

In [10], we present the technical details on how to extract the Emotet configuration data. During the analysis
period (January 1, 2022–June 30, 2022), Emotet radically changed the way in which the configuration data was
obfuscated; our analysis covers both techniques.

The ability to deobfuscate the configuration data allowed us to perform an analysis of the endpoints used by
Emotet to control and update its botnet. The evaluation dataset we used for the analysis contained 24,276 unique
Emotet DLL payloads. In this dataset, 26.7 percent of the payloads were dropped by Excel documents, while the
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Fig. 20. Figure (A) shows the DLL payload origin breakdown: 26.7 percent of the evaluated DLLs were dropped by Excel

documents, and 73.3 percent were submitted manually by customers. Figure (B) shows the ISA distribution of the DLLs.

rest of the payloads were manually submitted by customers (see Figure 20(a)). We also looked at the instruction

set architecture (ISA) of the DLLs; the dataset comprises both 32-bit and 64-bit payloads (see Figure 20(b)), as
Emotet started to migrate to 64-bit modules in April 2022 [11].

Using our C2 configuration extraction tool, we successfully extracted the C2 configuration data from 24,276
Emotet DLL payloads (98 percent of the dataset shown in Figure 20). The C2 configuration data extracted from
each DLL payload sample comprises a pair of encryption keys and a list of IP address:port pairs.

4.1 Encryption Keys and Epoch Distribution

Prior to its take-down [32], Emotet had three sub-botnets: Epochs 1, 2, and 3. All of them leveraged a single
hard-coded RSA public key. This key was used to encrypt an AES encryption key that was generated on-the-
fly to encrypt the network traffic between an infected machine and the C2 servers. In the samples from recent
attacks, we found the attackers evolved the architecture to use two keys in the communication protocols, labeled
ECK1 and ECS1. According to a recent report [21], these are two elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) public
keys used for asymmetric encryption. ECK1 is a hard-coded elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) public
key for encryption, and ECS1 is a hard-coded elliptic-curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) public key
for data validation. There are two distinct pairs of such public keys extracted from our dataset, which correspond
to Epoch 4 and 5 botnets. The keys are shown below, in Base64 encoded format.

Epoch 4 Epoch 5

ECK1: RUNLMSAAAADzozW1Di4r9DVWzQpM-
KT588RDdy7BPILP6AiDOTLYMHkSWvrQ-
O5slbmr1OvZ2Pz+AQWzRMggQmAtO6rPH7nyx2

ECK1: RUNLMSAAAADYNZPXY4tQxd/N4Wn5-
sTYAm5tUOxY2ol1ELrI4MNhHNi640vSLasjYTHpFR-
BoG+o84vtr7AJachCzOHjaAJFCW

ECS1: RUNTMSAAAABAX3S2xNjcDD0fBno33-
Ln5t71eii+mofIPoXkNFOX1MeiwCh48iz97kB0-
mJjGGZXwardnDXKxI8GCHGNl0PFj5

ECS1: RUNTMSAAAAD0LxqDNhonUYwk8sq-
o7IWuUllRdUiUBnACc6romsQoe1YJD7wIe4AheqYo-
fpZFucPDXCZ0z9i+ooUffqeoLZU0

Figure 21 shows the breakdown of IP addresses, DLL payloads, and corresponding documents for Epochs 4
and 5. There were 328 unique IP addresses extracted from the DLL payloads. 60.8 percent of them belong to the
Epoch 4 botnet, while 38.6 percent belong to the Epoch 5 botnet. There is only one IP address (217.182.143[.]207,
with port 443) that appears in both botnets (see (A) in Figure 21). This largely confirms the findings of a previous
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Fig. 21. The IP address and artifact distribution between Epochs.

report stating that each Epoch has different C2 servers [1]. A distinct C2 infrastructure used by each Epoch not
only greatly increases the overall redundancy, but also makes its tracking more challenging. For instance, if one
Epoch is taken down or is under maintenance, the Emotet actors can keep the other Epoch running. They can
even move bots from one Epoch to another.

The IP address distribution shown in (A) in Figure 21 suggests that the Epoch 4 botnet has more C2 servers
than Epoch 5. Figure 21 (B) shows the DLL distribution based on different Epochs, which implies that nearly
57 percent of the Emotet DLLs were associated with Epoch 5. Of the DLLs dropped by Excel documents
(26.7 percent of all evaluated DLLs, as shown in (A) in Figure 20), more than 80 percent of the documents were
associated with the Epoch 4 botnet (see (C) in Figure 21).

4.2 IP Address and Port Analysis

IP count distribution. We analyzed the number of IP address:port pairs extracted from the C2 configuration
data of each DLL payload and found it varies from 20 to 63. This means 47 IP address:port pairs were generated
on average per DLL.

In terms of IP address count distribution among all the DLL payloads, the top count goes to IP address
217.182.143[.]207, which appeared nearly 14,000 times out of the 23,811 DLLs. This is the same IP address seen
in Epochs 4 and 5, as discussed earlier.

According to RiskIQ’s IP address lookup [35], there are currently no hostnames resolving to this IP address.
Though we don’t know the underlying reason why this IP address has been included in so many DLLs, one
hypothesis is that this host remained compromised during all the attacks, or it may have been added by accident
to both Epoch botnets. Figure 22 shows the full distribution of the 328 IP addresses contained in the 23,811 DLL
payloads.

IP address:port pair set distribution. Apart from analyzing the distribution of individual IP addresses, we also
examined how often a full set of C2 server IP address:port pairs within a DLL payload appeared across all DLL
payloads. We did this by linking the sorted IP address:port pairs extracted from the DLL payload as a string and
then hashing the string. There were 89 unique hashes of the IP address:port strings.

Figure 23 shows the distribution of the hashes: there are four sets of IP address:port pairs that appeared more
than 1,000 times in all DLL payloads.

Network infrastructure reuse across payloads. To get a better understanding of how IP addresses are recycled
across different payloads and campaigns, we clustered all DLL payloads by the list of embedded network IoCs
using a TF-IDF vectorizer, DBSCAN, and a cosine distance metric. We also kept track of the time when each
sample was seen in the wild to better understand the duration of every single campaign. As Table 1 shows, there
are 13 clusters. The largest one (cluster 0) contains 10,235 samples, which is more than 40 percent of the whole
dataset and spans a time horizon of almost three months. The two smallest clusters (11 and 12) contain only a
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Fig. 22. IP address distribution.

Fig. 23. The distribution of hashes of C2 IP address set strings.

handful of payloads (three and four, respectively). They likely represent early attempts to resurrect both Epochs,
as the earliest time stamp was November 15, 2021.

Network infrastructure reuse across time. We further explored the time dimension by assigning each network
indicator the set of time stamps when a DLL payload was seen in the wild. This gave us an approximation of the
period during which a given network indicator was active. For example, if a given IP address was included in
the configuration data used by three different samples in January, February, and March, it is fair to assume that
the host was indeed compromised during this time. We used this approach to determine a liveliness timeline. We
then sorted and plotted the resulting liveliness timelines into clusters of DLL payloads (see Table 1) that included
a specific IP address. IP addresses that were included in the same DLL payloads are also displayed, juxtaposed,
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Table 1. Payloads and clusters by IP addresses

Fig. 24. Timeline of the liveliness of network indicators belonging to Epoch 4 samples.

and colored with the same hue, so we could observe how the participation of network indicators lived and died
during different campaigns. Figures 24 and 25 show the timelines for Epochs 4 and 5, respectively.

IP geographic distribution. We analyzed the geographic distribution of the 328 IP addresses (see Figure 26) to
understand which countries were used to host the Emotet infrastructure. The analysis shows that more than
18 percent of the IP addresses were in the U.S., followed by Germany and France. Other popular regions included
South Asia, Brazil, Canada, and the United Kingdom.
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Fig. 25. Timeline of the liveliness of network indicators belonging to Epoch 5 samples.

Fig. 26. IP distribution map.
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Fig. 27. Port distribution.

Port distribution. Every C2 server IP address comes with a specific port number. There were four commonly
used ports found in the 329 IP address:port pairs of the 328 unique IP addresses (see Figure 27).

The most common port was 8080, which accounted for more than 50 percent of all the ports counted, fol-
lowed by port 443 (HTTPS). Port 8080 is commonly used as a proxy port, suggesting that most of the C2 servers
associated with the IP addresses were likely to be compromised legitimate servers used to proxy traffic to the
real C2 servers. Using proxies to hide actual C2 servers is common in Emotet attacks. According to the find-
ings of a report published in 2017 [28], Emotet actors run an Ngnix reverse proxy on a secondary port (e.g.,
8080) of a compromised server, which then relays requests to the actual server. There was only one IP address
(185.244.166[.]137) associated with two different ports: 443 and 8080.

JARM fingerprint distribution. The Joint Architecture Reference Model (JARM) is an active Transport

Layer Security (TLS) server fingerprinting tool used to identify and cluster servers based on their TLS config-
uration [4]. We examined the distribution of JARM fingerprint hashes for the Emotet C2 server IP addresses. At
the time of writing, we were able to obtain JARM fingerprints for 297 of the 328 IP addresses by querying the IP
addresses on VirusTotal. The remaining 31 IP addresses were missing the JARM fingerprint. The likely reason
is that those C2 servers were offline at the time when VirusTotal checked their JARM fingerprints. We assume
that the JARM fingerprint hashes obtained from VirusTotal were based on the C2 servers’ default HTTPS port
(443). To verify this assumption, we scanned one of the C2 IP address:port pairs, 135.148.121[.]246:8080, with
the JARM fingerprinting tool [37] (see Figure 28). The tool allows you to specify a specific port (with option -p)
when fingerprinting a server. If a port is not specified, it uses the default port of the server.

As one can see from Figure 28, the fingerprint hash 15d3fd16d29d29d00042d43d0000009ec686233a4398b-
a334ba5e6234a01 is the same when scanning with the default port and port 443. This is the same JARM hash
returned from VirusTotal when querying for the IP address. However, when scanning the IP address with port
8080 (as highlighted in Figure 28), JARM failed to fingerprint the server (the fingerprint hash string was all zeros).
In essence, the server refused to respond to JARM fingerprinting messages on port 8080, which we inferred to
mean the port typically used for proxy service was closed. We confirmed this assumption with a simple port
scanning.

By using the RiskIQ Community tool, we determined the IP address belongs to OVH (highlighted in Figure 29).
OVH is a European internet service provider (ISP) that delivers server rental services. This ISP is not well-
known for abuse. As we can see from Figure 29, there are a few domains currently pointing to the IP address
since July 2021, which existed before Emotet resurfaced. So, we have good reason to believe that this is probably
a legitimate web server that has been compromised.
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Fig. 28. JARM fingerprinting IP address 135.148.121[.]246 with different ports.

Fig. 29. The RiskIQ lookup on IP 135.148.121[.]246.

The findings from the investigation in Figure 29 show that using JARM to fingerprint a server without spec-
ifying a port number can generate misleading results. Different services running on the same server but with
different ports can lead to different JARM fingerprints. This reinforces how important it is to specify the cor-
responding port numbers identified from the C2 configuration when using JARM in threat hunting (such as
hunting for C2 servers). Because of these limitations, we only used the subset of C2 IP address:port pairs that
referenced port 443 when analyzing the JARM fingerprints obtained from VirusTotal. According to the port dis-
tribution in Figure 27, there were 111 such IP addresses, with 92 having JARM fingerprints from VirusTotal. As
Figure 30 shows, there are 14 unique JARM fingerprint hashes in total, and 75 IP addresses with port 443 that
share the same hash: 2ad2ad0002ad2ad0002ad2ad2ad2ade1a3c0d7ca6ad8388057924be83dfc6a.

It is worth noting that although JARM can be used to identify and cluster servers, including malware C2
servers, it can lead to false positives (FPs) if not combined with other intelligence, such as IP address/domain
history and reputation. For instance, security researchers found that the JARM fingerprint of a Cobalt Strike
server was the same as a Java server [30]. In addition, JARM fingerprinting can be evaded by changing the
server-side configuration using a proxy [31], so it should be used with caution.

AS number distribution. An autonomous system (AS), which is identified by a unique number, refers to
a large network or group of networks typically operated by a single large organization, such as an ISP or a
large enterprise. For example, OVH’s AS number is 16,276, as shown in Figure 29. Therefore, by examining the
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Fig. 30. The JARM fingerprint hash distribution for IP addresses with port 443.

Fig. 31. IP address AS number distribution.

distribution of AS numbers of the C2 IP addresses, we tried to reveal the organizations that own or operate the
corresponding servers used in the attacks.

There are 144 unique AS numbers associated with the 328 IP addresses in our dataset (see Figure 31). As the
distribution shows, the most common AS number (14,061 - DigitalOcean) is related to 44 IP addresses, and most
of the AS numbers only have one IP address each.

Execution chains and infrastructure. In the previous sections, we observed that both execution chains and C2
IP addresses changed over time as new DLL updates were distributed. In both cases, the underlying reason was
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Fig. 32. The relationships between execution chain clusters and network infrastructure.

often an external event. For example, in the case of execution chains, the main drivers for change were the advent
of new infection vectors and the need to evade detection. In the case of C2 IP addresses, changes occur often
because compromised hosts are ephemeral, as ISPs continuously identify, disinfect, and restore (or just block)
the affected hosts.

To explore the relationship between these two types of updates, Figure 32 shows the intersections between
execution chain clusters and C2 IP address clusters. While we see many more execution chain clusters than
C2 IP address clusters, some of the mappings are remarkably injective. For example, network cluster 4 maps
almost entirely to DLL cluster 0, meaning that a specific set of network indicators was always used by samples
exercising a very specific infection chain. Similarly, we see that the C2 IP addresses in clusters 1, 5, and 7 are
(almost) uniquely used by DLL payloads using yet another unique infection chain (DLL cluster 3).
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Fig. 33. Emotet updates with unique builds grouped by color.

5 EXTENSION MODULES

To map the evolution of the Emotet threat, we created an analysis pipeline. This pipeline continuously analyzes
new samples observed in our telemetry, extracts the C2 configuration, and uses a modified Emotet sample to
connect to the C2 endpoints to obtain updates [9]. Here, we provide a detailed analysis of how Emotet updates
its components and distributes plug-ins with specific functionality.

Emotet has been known to use a few modules during its lifetime, most notably:

The core module: This component is the main Emotet payload and it downloads additional modules or
malware from a C2 server.

Credential stealing modules: They are used to obtain sensitive information from the victim’s environ-
ment. These modules include Mail PassView and WebBrowser PassView, which are legitimate third-party
tools from NirSoft that threat actors use to steal credentials from web browsers and mail clients [43].

The spam module: This is the component used to spread malware [43].
The email harvesting module: It exfiltrates email credentials, contact lists, and email contents from in-

fected PCs to the C2 server [24].

Other modules seen in early versions of Emotet included a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) module
and a banking module, but neither are active anymore [33].

During our analysis window, we observed eight different modules: The core module, the spamming module,
a Thunderbird email client account stealer, an Outlook email client account stealer, a credit card information
stealer [17], a spreader that leverages the SMB protocol [34], a module with an embedded Mail PassView appli-
cation, and a module with an embedded WebBrowser PassView application.

In addition to known modules and functionality seen in the past, the list highlights two updated modules that
we were able to intercept. These were a module that steals credit card information, specifically targeting Google
Chrome browsers, and a spreading module that leverages the SMB protocol.

Figure 33 aggregates information about the updates pulled from the Emotet network infrastructure. Every
record represents an update that was distributed by a C2 server to a bot (the system on which the bot is running
is uniquely identified by the corresponding C: volume serial number and computer name).

It is worth noting that the builds that are delivered to different compromised hosts have different file hashes.
However, updates of the same type have the same conceptual hash. This concept was introduced when we
noticed the builds of the same type, delivered on the same day, were almost identical except for the 32 bytes
of data stored within the .rdata section of the file. By eliminating the .rdata section from the SHA1 hash
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Fig. 34. The timeline of the distribution of Emotet modules for Epoch 4 (top) and Epoch 5 (bottom).

calculation, it is possible to track unique builds of the updates. For example, in Figure 33, we group unique builds
by color to show how groups of samples with different SHA1 hashes have an identical conceptual hash.

During our analysis window (Figure 34), we made the following observations:

— The first update delivered to a newly installed bot of any Epoch is always (with very few exceptions) the
core update.

— There were deliveries of the packed version of the core update on June 3, 2022, and June 7, 2022 (Epoch
5), as well as June 15, 2022 (Epoch 4). This is the same DLL that is dropped by an Excel document in the
initial infection chain. It is unusual because the updates are normally not packed.

— The core update is almost always accompanied in both Epochs by Mail PassView, WebBrowser PassView,
OutlookStealer, and ThunderbirdStealer.

— The spam module was introduced on May 26, 2022, by the Epoch 5 botnet, but then a new version was
delivered on June 8, 2022, to the bots of the Epoch 4 botnet for testing.

— CreditCardStealer was introduced on June 7, 2022, by the Epoch 4 botnet for testing. Almost a week later
on June 13, 2022, the component was delivered to the bots of the Epoch 5 botnet.

— SMBSpreader was introduced on June 13, 2022, in both the Epoch 4 and 5 botnets. Since then, they have
been pushing it to every bot of both botnets.

Note that in mid-May 2022, Emotet samples started transitioning to a new method of storing the configuration
data within the binary. This broke our analysis pipeline for approximately two weeks (between May 12-26, 2022),
during which we were not able to collect any updates. In addition, short gaps in the charts represent when our
analysis broke down due to other factors, including failures in the configuration extraction pipeline or broken
VPN links.

Figure 35 shows the network origin of the Emotet modules. The y-axis represents the autonomous systems
of the IP addresses of the servers hosting the Emotet modules, while the x-axis represents the percentage of
the modules pushed from that AS (on the left) and the count of these modules (on the right). For example,
AS52772 pushed 10 modules in total: one Mail PassView, one WebBrowser PassView, four spam, and four
ThunderbirdStealer.
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Fig. 35. Network origin distribution (autonomous system) of Emotet modules (percentages on the left, count on the right).

Fig. 36. Geographic distribution of the Emotet modules.

We also analyzed the geographic distribution of the IP addresses of the servers (see Figure 36) to reveal which
countries were used to host the Emotet modules. The analysis shows that most of the modules were hosted in
India (more than 26 percent), followed by Korea, Thailand, and Ghana. Other popular regions included France
and Singapore.
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It is worth noting that the IP addresses of the servers hosting the Emotet modules can be different from
the IP addresses extracted from the initial Emotet payload configuration. As previously discussed, most of the
IP addresses extracted from the configuration were likely to be compromised legitimate servers used to proxy
the actual servers that hosted the Emotet modules.

6 RELATED WORK

The analysis of the infrastructure and operation of botnets has been the focus of a number of research works.
An early study that is related to the work described here, is the article by Stone-Gross et al. [44]. This article

describes the authors’ experience in actively taking control of the Torpig botnet for ten days, using information
about its domain generation algorithm and command-and-control protocol to register domains that infected
hosts would contact. By providing a valid response, the authors were able to collect a wealth of information
from the infected hosts, which they analyzed to provide a comprehensive analysis of the operations of the Tor-
pig botnet. The authors observed that Torpig bots transmit identifiers that permit them to distinguish between
individual infections, allowing for a precise estimate of the botnet size. Moreover, Torpig is a data-harvesting bot
that targets a wide variety of applications and extracts a wealth of information from infected victims. Overall,
the article provides a new understanding of the type and amount of personal information stolen by botnets and
highlights the need for comprehensive approaches to mitigate their impact. Our approach is different because
we focus on the infection mechanisms and the evolution of the botnet infrastructure, which Stone-Gross et al.
do not analyze in detail.

Another example of this type of analysis is the work of Binsalleeh et. al [7]. This research is a reverse en-
gineering study conducted on the Zeus malware, which was a popular tool used to steal sensitive information
such as internet banking accounts and credit cards. The study presents a detailed analysis of the components
of the Zeus malware and the network behavior inferred from observing the network traffic between a bot in-
stance and the associated command and control server. The article also details the obfuscation techniques used
by Zeus, leading to the actual unobfuscated code of the bot and the revelation of the infection/installation process
and encryption key that makes it possible to decrypt the command-and-control communications. This study is
similar in approach to the reverse engineering that we performed on the Emotet malware. However, instead of
simply reverse-engineering the malware, we characterized its evolution both in terms of the infection process,
the network infrastructure, and the delivered additional components.

Finally, a more recent study focused on the Mirai botnet [5]. In this article, the authors investigate the Mirai bot-
net, which infected over 200,000 IoT devices in a few months, and its impact on the fragile IoT ecosystem. The au-
thors present longitudinal measurements of Mirai’s growth, composition, and DDoS activities from August 2016
to February 2017, using data from diverse sources such as network telescope probes, honeypots, and logs from at-
tack victims. The authors document dozens of Mirai variants propagated by multiple botnet operators and target-
ing a variety of IoT and embedded devices. They also find that Mirai disproportionately infected devices in Brazil,
Colombia, and Vietnam, with Mirai’s ultimate device composition strongly influenced by a handful of consumer
electronics manufacturers. While the authors of this study track the variants of the Mirai bot that were deployed
by a number of actors after the source code of the bot was made public, our approach focuses on a single threat
group and explores the evolution of their infection techniques as well as the evolution of their control infrastruc-
ture, two aspects that are difficult to analyze in a noisy, multi-actor setting such as the one involving Mirai.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have presented a large-scale longitudinal study of the Emotet botnet. We have shown the
techniques used by the Emotet actors to infect the victim’s host and characterized the evolution of the attackers’
modus operandi through the analysis of execution chains. In addition, we have provided an in-depth analysis of
the multiple network infrastructures used by the Emotet threat, and we put them in relation to the modules that
are distributed after the initial infection.
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The analysis shows that the Emotet threat actors continuously evolve their infection techniques to evade
detection. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously monitor this threat to update detection models and threat
characterization as necessary. In addition, the study shows that some of the elements of the infrastructure are
relatively long-lived and could be used to monitor and quantify the spreading of infection through time.

Even though many of these findings are in line with known characteristics of the Emotet botnet, some of the
analysis techniques that we propose (e.g., the characterization of evolving TTPs through clustering of execution
chains) are novel and may be of help in characterizing other malware families.

In particular, the execution chains can be used as input to a machine-learning pipeline, together with legitimate
program invocation characterizations, so that it could be possible to identify infections by looking exclusively
at execution chains.

To support additional research in this field we are releasing the dataset used in this article, together with all
the metadata extracted as part of the analyses at https://github.com/vmware-samples/tau-research/tree/emotet-
report/2022-H2-Emotet-Resurrection.

APPENDIX

A EMOTET’S TIMELINE

June 2014 Emotet first emerged as a banking Trojan. The malware was initially designed to steal
banking credentials from banks mainly located in Germany [22].

September 2014 Emotet version 2 (v2). Emotet began to leverage a so-called automatic transfer system
(ATS) technology to automate money transfers from victims’ bank accounts mainly from
German and Austrian banks [41].

January 2015 Emotet v3. The malware became stealthier as compared to its previous versions to avoid
being detected by antivirus scanners. It expanded its targets to Swiss banks [23, 41].

2016 Emotet evolved into a loader, making it capable to download second-stage payloads.

2017 Emotet began to deploy TrickBot, IcedID, and UmbreCrypt (ransomware) [45].

September 2017 Emotet v4. This variant used a 128-bit AES algorithm instead of RC4 (used in its previous
releases) to encrypt communications between infected machines and C2 servers [43].

February 2018 Attack on Allentown, Pennsylvania, costing nearly $1 million to mitigate the damage [39].

October 2018 Emotet began to deploy the Panda banking Trojan [8].

May 2019 Attack against Heise, Germany [38].

July 2019 Attack against Lake City, Florida [27].

September 2019 Attack against Berlin Superior Court, Germany [25].

October 2019 Attack against Humboldt University, Germany [6].

December 2019 Attack against City of Frankfurt, Germany [13].

January 2020 Emotet uses COVID-19-themed emails to spread [12].

September 2020 Attack against Quebec’s Department of Justice, Canada [14].

January 2021 Emotet is taken down (Operation Ladybird) [32].

November 2021 Emotet comes back [15].

December 2021 Emotet starts dropping Cobalt Strike [2].

March 2022 Emotet used IRS-themed emails to spread [3].
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